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1, Introduction 

There are two main motivations to took for a low electron mobility gas: the first is 
that a low drift velocity relaxes the Deed U> measure drift times with nanosecond (or even 
subnanosccond) precision; the second is that (in an ideal drift geometry), the capability 
of resolving two closely spaced tracks depends upon the ratio of electron mobility to ion 
mobility fic//*i' Since /1, is rather constant, the way to separate two tracks is to slow 
down the electrons. 

A low drift velocity can be obtained at low electric field, but the gain in dual track 
separation and precision is offset by a large diffusion. 

Many other properties are required besides low mobility and low drifting electron 
temperature; the gas should have a large ( > 10 3) stable gain; it must be chemically 
stable and not toxic; it should not attack materials commonly used to fabricate drift 
chambers, etc. With these requirements in mind, we have tried a few promising (on 
paper) gases, either pure or in admixture with Argon. Water, for instance, has an 
extremely low mobility (fd about 0.05 tmfptatc at 3 KV/em field), and almost thermal 
diffusion up to 8 KV/em (Ret. 1}; its toxicity, chemical stability, and cost are acceptable; 
but the gain is not measurable, and the temperature at which the chamber must run 
is uncomfortable. One of the gases examined, dimelLylether \(CH^)iO\, has shown 
interesting characteristics. 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SFOO515. 
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2. Rationale of tbo Search 

Drift velocity and diffusion axe related to the cross sections for various processes 
involved in electros-molecule interactions in a very complicated manner. 

Under the assumption that the electron energy distribution is MaxnelKan, and 
that the collision cross section does not vary rapidly with energy, one can write an 
approximate relation (Ref, 2) for vj (drift velocity) and k (mean energy of electron/mean 
energy of gas molecule) as: 

k - e x - 1 / 8 * - 1 

where A, B are functions of pressure, temperature, and electric field, X is the fractional 
energy loss (mass electron/mass of molecule, for elastic collisions), a the sollision cross 
section. Since both k and v& should be small, one needs a gas with a large cross section, 
and large inelasticity: in other words, a gas that appears "viscous" to the electrons, 
Gasu with a large electric dipole moment have large cross sections; the inelasticity is 
given by the presence of a rich vibrational and rotational spectrum. 

3. Gain and Drift Velocity Measurements 

A small drift chamber has been used to measure gain and drift velocity or different 
gases (Pig. 1). The chamber is designed to have a uniform drift field for a distance of 3 
cm. The eollimated electrons from three ' B R u sources traverse the gas and trigger a 
scintillation counter. Drift velocity as a function of E is measured by the difference of 
time of flight between source % and source 3. 

For substances having low vapour pressure at room temperature, we have used a 
single proportional tube that can he beated up to 200°C; two polar molecules, m-Xylene 
and o-Xylene \{C§H\){CH$)$, showed reasonable gain for a short period of time (a few 
hours). After this time, it waa necessary to clean the anode wire by flushing the tube 
with Argon asd letting the wire draw current. As mentioned before, water does not 
have a value of or (first Townsend coefficient) sufficiently large; and there are conflicting 
reports about its electron capture cross section. 
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The first gas tried was JV//3, Pure Ammonia has low drift velocity and low diffusion 
(Ret. 1), but no discrenible gain up to an electric field 2.7 times greater than the field 
needed with Ar\C02\CH^ (00:9:1) mixture. In admixture with Argon (up to 35% in 
volume) there is gain, but the gas is so poorly quenched as to be useless. 

A brief test on 3-Methylbutene-l, (C|//io) a'«> gave very little (if any) gain, either 
pare or in admixture with Argon. 

The next gas tiled was dimethylether (DME). In admixture with Argon, it be
haves like any other Argon-hydrocarbon mixture, perhaps not as well quenched as 
Art;on|Ethane or Arg<m|Propane (l'.l). In the drift cell of Fig. 1, Ar\C(>2\CHi (90:9:1) 
requires 1600 V on the anode wire to reach about 100% efficiency: for pure DME this 
Tallage is 2700 V, with a plateau 600 V wide. 

The measured drift velocity of DME is shown in Fig. 2, together with the velocity 
in Ar]C02]CHj mixture; the typical times of arrival spectra for the tiree sources are 
in Pigs. 3 and 4. 

According to Ref, 1, k, the Townsend energy coefficient (mean electron energy/mean 
energy of gas molecule) is smaller in DME than in CO-y, the values of h for CO2 and 
DME are in Fig, 5. Since spatial diffusion in a drift field E is proportional to ykfE, 
DME should allow high precision measurements. From the value of k, we calculate the 
values of v for t cm drift (Fig. 0) and compare DME, CO2. a t | d Ar\CC>2 (00:10, from 
Ref. 3). At this point it is important to notice that the diffusion properties of a gas 
at high values of electric Gelds are affecting the overall measurement precision, i.e., the 
contribution or diffusion in the high electric field close to the anode wire can be as large 
as the diffusion in the first part of "low field" drift (see Appendix). 

4, Spatial Accuracy 

Preliminary measurements of the spatial accuracy obtainable with DME ivere made 
by using the cell of Fig. 7. The drift region is separated from the sense wires by a 
line (25 microns square opening, 6i)% transparent) mesh held at a fixed potential. In 
this manner drift velocity and gain can be controlled independently. The Geld wires are 
held at -100 V; the sense wires ore at ground through the input impedance (SO Q) of 
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an Avantek QPD 201 amplifier. The delays between a trigger counter and the output 
ot three sense wires [t\, fj, (3) was used to generate an analog signal 7 proportional to 

The distribution of T (Fig. 8) is related to tbe intrinsic spatial accuracy. If one assumes 
that the timing error is equal for each wire, the spatial accuracy <r is given by 

= ^2/3 "r*>d,ift 

ffT being the variance of the distribution of r. In this measurement, velocity was P.30 
cm/fiaec, oT = 5.4 ns, giving a value of a of 10 (i. 

Some physical properties of DME are in Table I. 

5. Conclusion! 

The use of DMG in a drift chamber promises excellent spatial accuracy (perhaps as 
high as 5-10 microns at A aim pressure); in presence of a magnetic Geld, the Lorentt 
angle is negligibly small; Coulomb scattering is less than in Argon mixtures. However, 
the fact that the drift velocity is not saturated requires a very accurate monitoring of 
the gas density and of the electric field. 

Table I 
Dimethytetber (CHsfoO 

Molecular Weight: iO 07 nr 
Denoity\2b°C, 14 cm\ ^grf liter 

Relative Dtnsit; = \), 1.621 
ritieal Temperature : 400° K 

Critical Pressure : 52 aim 
Vapor Pressure at 20°C : 5.24 aim 

Flammability Limits in Air : 3,4 — IB% [in volume) 
Radiation Ungth {25°C, 1 atm): 4.S X JO - 3 X0/meter 
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Appendix 

Tin- npiitinl diffusion after a drift x in a field E is givea by (c is a constant); 

a = c y/iT[E]/E 

k\E) i* iinny for tLcrmnl electrons ot low fields, but increases rapidly when E increases. 

as tn I he case of 1 lie field near a sense wire. For CO%, one of the best gases with respect 

to diffusion, k KO.S Trotn 3 at EjP = 3 to 12 for EjP = 6 [E/F in volt/(cm wrr)|. 

The Grid near a sense wire can be approximated as: 

E[r)^ V/r , E0R=t V 

hfi be-in.); the "uniform" field, R the distance <jf the aenae wire to the nearest neighbor. 

Tlie diffusion in the "near field" will be 

* F 2 « < 2 / \k\E)/E]dr 

ro bejug the sense wire radius. k(E) can lie written as (from an eyeball Gt to experimen

tal data from Ref. 1) 

k[£) ~ 1 + fE3 

Then 

y » 2 — e 2 ~ + tE0Ren~ 
2EQ r0 

in •» typical drill cell. zjR~A [x being the extent of the " uniform" field region), so that 
the previous quantity has to be compared with 

lu~^R 'ceil E0 I 

for 7£"u > 1.8, <riwjitu » l « 6 « tl»° *«»• 
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Figure Captions 

1. Drill chiimbfr used for velocity measurements, 

2. Drift velocity of Ar\C02\CHA (00:0:1) and DME. 

3. Arrival time sptctruai from chamber of Fig. 1 for Ar\CO^Cll\-

A. As in Fig. 3. for DMIv 

5. k, Townsend energy coefficient for COn and DME. 

0. Diffusion for I cm drift in Ar\CO<i (90:10), DME and C O j . 

7. Schematic of the chamber used for accuracy measurements. 

R. Distribution of \\t\ + *3)/2] - <3 obtained from the cell of Fig. 7. The Gaussian is 
a fit to the data. 

DISCLAIMER 

[his report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
fjovernment, Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise docs not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily slate or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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